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Etiological profile, gender difference and
age group patterns of 415 patients presenting with
lower gastrointestinal bleeding in the western region of Nepal
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ABSTRACT

Background: Lower gastrointestinal bleeding (LGIB) is a common clinical
condition associated with significant morbidity and mortality. The aims of our
study were to determine the etiological profile, gender difference and age
group patterns of LGIB in Nepal.
Methods: A total of 415 consecutive patients presenting with LGIB from April
2011 to September 2014 underwent colonoscopy and the etiology of LGIB was
determined. Each diagnosis was compared with respect to the gender and age
group.
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Results: Among 415 LGIB patients (males 62.2%, females 37.8%), the different
etiologies of LGIB were as following: hemorrhoid 35.2%, non-specific colitis
24.8%, colon polyp 18.3%, inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) 10.4%, colon
cancer 6.5%, diverticulosis 1.7%, unknown 1.4%, upper gastrointestinal
bleeding 1.2% and radiation colitis 0.5%. The overall LGIB was more common
in male; however, colon polyps were diagnosed more commonly in female
(p<0.001). Among LGIB patients, the hemorrhoid was more common in the
age group of 30-49 years, colon polyp in 50-69 years, colon cancer in 70-84
years, and non-specific colitis and IBD in 16-29 years (p<0.001).
Conclusion: Hemorrhoid and non-specific colitis were the common causes
of LGIB in Nepal; colon polyp, IBD and colon cancer were the next common
causes. More males presented with LGIB than females; however, colon polyp
was diagnosed more in females, which needs to be explored further. When
LGIB was presented after 50 years of age, the most likely causes were colon
polyp and colon cancer; hence colonoscopy is recommended in all LGIB
patients after 50 years.

BACKGROUND

Lower gastrointestinal bleeding (LGIB) is a common clinical
condition associated with significant morbidity and mortality
and is defined as a gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding distal to the
Ligament of Trietz.1,2 Its spectrum of severity ranges from mild
per rectal bleeding to life-threatening, massive hemorrhage.
There has been a lot of studies about the epidemiology and
time trends of upper GI bleeding, but the data about the
incidence of LGIB is limited.3 The incidence of hospitalization

due to LGIB is 20-30/100,000/year in the United States.4
Similarly, the incidence of acute LGIB was 33/100,000 in Spain
in 2005.5 Diverticulosis was responsible for approximately 15 to
55 percent of LGIB in the most series.4,6 However, hemorrhoids
were the common cause of rectal bleeding in patients under
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the age of 50 years in another study.7 Most of the studies
of epidemiology of LGIB has been reported in Western
populations, but there has been no any reports of etiological
profile of LGIB from Nepalese population till date. Hence, the
aims of our study were to determine the etiological profile,
gender difference and the age group patterns of patients
presenting with LGIB in Nepal.
METHODS

A total of 415 consecutive patients presenting with LGIB at
Manipal Teaching Hospital, Pokhara, Nepal from April 2011 to
September 2014 were enrolled in the study and colonoscopy
was used as a diagnostic tool to evaluate LGIB as per the
standard recommendation.8-11 The endoscopic provider
was the same in all colonoscopic procedures. The informed
consent was taken from all patients and the study protocol
was approved from the ethics committee of the participating
institute. The LGIB was defined as the blood loss of recent
onset originating from a site distal to the ligament of Treitz and
was suspected when patients presented with hematochezia
(passage of maroon or bright red blood or blood clots per
rectum). Patients presenting with chronic anemia were
excluded from the study. The etiology of LGIB was determined
during colonoscopy and histopathological examination
was done to confirm the diagnosis in selected cases. Upper
GI endoscopy was also done when cause of LGIB was not
detected by colonoscopy. Other necessary investigations
(ultrasonography, computed tomography scanning, complete
blood count, and other laboratory parameters) were done as
per needed. The etiologies of LGIB were looked for hemorrhoid,
colon polyp, colon cancer, non-specific colitis, inflammatory
bowel diseases (IBD), diverticulosis, and others. The colon
polyp and colon cancer were confirmed by histopathology.
The IBD patients included those patients having LGIB caused
by ulcerative colitis or Crohn’s colitis and was confirmed with
histopathology. The colitis, other than IBD, was also confirmed
with histopathology and was indicated as non-specific colitis.
The bacterial and amoebic causes of colitis were also included
in non-specific colitis. Each diagnosis done after colonoscopy
was then compared with respect to the gender. The distribution
of different etiologies of LGIB was also categorized according
to the age group. The statistical analysis was done with SPSS
16.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The comparison
of LGIB of different genders and age categories was done by
chi-square test and P value of <0.05 was considered to be
statistically significant.
RESULTS

Among 415 LGIB patients, males were 62.2% and females
were 37.8%. The overall mean age was 48.1 years (standard
deviation 18.9; range 16 - 94 years; mean age of male 47.1
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years and female 49.8 years).
The different etiologies of LGIB were as following: hemorrhoid
35.2% (male 73.3%, female 26.7%), non-specific colitis 24.8%
(male 57.3% female 42.7%), colon polyp 18.3% (male 39.5%,
female 60.5%), IBD 10.4% (male 69.8%, female 30.2%), colon
cancer 6.5% (male 70.4%, female 29.6% ), diverticulosis 1.7%
(male 71.4%, female 28.6%), unknown 1.4% (male 50%,
female 50%), upper GI bleeding 1.2% (male 60%, female 40%)
and radiation colitis 0.5% (male 100%, female 0%). The causes
of LGIB in males in order of occurrence were as following:
hemorrhoid (41.5%), non-specific colitis (22.9%), colon polyp
(11.6%), IBD (11.6%), colon cancer (7.4%) and others. Similarly,
the causes of LGIB in females in order of occurrence were colon
polyp (29.3%), non-specific colitis (28%), hemorrhoid (24.8%),
IBD (8.3%), colon cancer (5.1%) and others. The distribution of
different diseases as a cause of LGIB among male and female
is shown in table 1.
Table 1. Distribution of different diseases as a cause of LGIB
among male and female*
Male
(n=258)

Female
(n=157)

Total
(N=415)

Hemorrhoid

107 (41.5%)

39 (24.8%)

146 (35.2%)

Non-specific colitis

59 (22.9%)

44 (28%)

103 (24.8%)

Colon polyp

30 (11.6%)

46 (29.3%)

76 (18.3%)

IBD**

30 (11.6%)

13 (8.3%)

43 (10.4%)

Colon cancer

19 (7.4%)

8 (5.1%)

27 (6.5%)

Diverticulosis

5 (1.9%)

2 (1.3%)

7 (1.7%)

Unknown

3 (1.2%)

3 (1.9%)

6 (1.4%)

Small bowel/UGIB#

3 (1.2%)

2 (1.3%)

5 (1.2%)

Radiation colitis

2 (0.8%)

0 (0%)

2 (0.5%)

Diagnosis

*
#

P <0.001 (Chi-square test), **Inflammatory bowel disease,
Upper gastrointestinal bleeding

The incidence of LGIB was more common in male than that in
female (p <0.001). The difference in gender about the patterns
of LGIB was quite evident; almost all types of LGIB were more
common in male with the exception of colon polyps which
were diagnosed more commonly in females (p <0.001).
The mean age in LGIB patients with colorectal neoplasm was
57.9 years (±15.8) [mean age in colon cancer 69.5 years (±11.4)
and colon polyp 53.8 years (±15.2)]. The mean age in LGIB
patients with hemorrhoid was 48.7 years (±15.9), with nonspecific colitis 41.8 years (±20.1), with IBD 27.9 years (±6.5),
with diverticulosis 62 years (±13.5), with radiation colitis 75.5
years (±10.6), with small bowel bleeding or upper GI bleeding
77.2 years (±6.9) and with unknown cause 65.7 years (±8.9).
The age distribution of LGIB patients in different diagnosis was
statistically significant (p<0.001). Hemorrhoid was a common
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cause of LGIB in the age group of 30-49 years (41.8%). On the
other hand, colon polyp was found more commonly in the age
group of 50-69 years (42.1%) and colon cancer in the age group
of 70-84 years (51.9%). In the age group of 16-29 years, nonspecific colitis and IBD were common cause of LGIB (36.9% and
58.1%, respectively). The distribution of different etiologies of
LGIB according to the age group is shown in the table 2.
Table 2. Distribution of different etiologies of LGIB according
to the age group*
Age Colon Colon Hemor- Non- IBD** Diver- Radia- Small Un(years) polyp cancer rhoid specific
ticulosis tion bow- known
colitis
colitis el/
UGIB#
16-29
(n-83;
20%)

3
0
17
38
25
0
0
0
0
(3.9%) (0%) (11.6%) (36.9%) (58.1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%)

30-49
28
1
61
30
18
1
0
0
1
(n=140;
(36.8%) (3.7%) (41.8%) (29.1%) (41.9%) (14.3%) (0%) (0%) (16.7%)
33.7%)
50-69
32
10
50
19
0
3
1
0
2
(n=117;
(42.1%) (37%) (34.2%) (18.4%) (0%) (42.9%) (50%) (0%) (33.3%)
28.2%)
70-84
12
14
17
13
0
3
1
4
3
(n=67;
(15.8%) (51.9%) (11.6%) (12.6%) (0%) (42.9%) (50%) (80%) (50%)
16.1%)
>=85
(n=8;
1.9%)
Total
(N=415)
*
#

1
2
1
3
0
(1.3%) (7.4%) (7%) (2.9%) (0%)
76

27

146

103

43

0
0
1
0
(0%) (0%) (20%) (0%)
7

2

5

6

P <0.001 (Chi-square test), **Inflammatory bowel disease,
Upper gastrointestinal bleeding

DISCUSSION

The study done in China showed that colorectal cancer,
colorectal polyps, colitis, hemorrhoid and IBD were the
most common causes and diverticulosis uncommon causes
of adult LGIB.12 In a study done in India, the common causes
of LGIB were non-specific ulcers, ileal tuberculosis, NSAID
enteropathy, enteric fever, Meckel’s diverticulum, followed by
the more common diagnoses found in the West.13 It has been
shown in different studies that 80% of adult LGIB are usually
asymptomatic and among them approximately 80% will cease
spontaneously.14 In one study conducted in Spain, it was
shown that the most common etiology of LGIB was internal
hemorrhoid, which was found in 35.0% cases;15 this is the
exact result of our study as well, which showed hemorrhoid as
the commonest cause of LGIB, with the incidence of 35.2%.In
another study done in Singapore, the most common etiology
of LGIB was hemorrhoid.16 Similarly, a study conducted in

Jordan with 701 patients also found that the most common
cause for LGIB was hemorrhoids.17 However, no distinct causes
of LGIB were found in 5-20% colonoscopy procedure.18,19
In our study, when LGIB was presented in the patients of more
than 50 years of age, the most likely cause was colorectal
neoplasm (including colon polyp and colon cancer) and when
it was presented in the patients of less than 50 years of age,
the likely causes were hemorrhoid, non-specific colitis and IBD.
Since colon polyp was found more commonly in the age group
of 50-69 years and colon cancer in the age group of 70-84 years,
the recommendation of undergoing colon cancer screening
by colonoscopy after 50 years of age seems to be valid in
our population of Nepal as well, because more detection of
polyp at 50-69 age group could prevent the development of
more colon cancer at 70-84 years age group. This finding of
our study emphasize about the need of the screening of colon
cancer of average-risk individuals beginning at the age of 50
years, which complies with the standard recommendation.20-22
Our study also showed that the incidence of LGIB was not
increased beyond 85 years of age and the occurrence of polyp
and colon cancer was also not high; this finding again supports
the recommendation of The United States Preventive Services
Task Force which suggests that colon cancer screening by
colonoscopy should not be continued after age 85 years.20
Our study showed the increased incidence of overall LGIB
in male than that in female; it was interesting to note that
although most of the etiologies of LGIB were more common
in male, the incidence of colon polyps were found more in
females. The more numbers of colon polyps detected in female
could be because of the symptomatic nature of the colon
polyps presenting in the form of LGIB which could be because
of the influence of hormones in the females; this, however,
needs to be explored further. On the other hand, in case of
male, more numbers of colon polyps might have not been
detected, because of their asymptomatic nature. In males,
if the regular screening of colorectal cancer by colonoscopy
could be done beginning at 50 years of age, there would be
more detection of colon polyp and hence, the incidence of
colon polyp in the males and females might have not been
much different.
In our study, the decreased incidence of LGIB in females
might have been biased by the decreased reporting of LGIB,
because in Nepal, the female patients are usually reluctant for
seeking the medical attention about the per rectal bleeding
due to the uneasiness experienced by them. Since the
endoscopic provider was the same in all LGIB patients, and
the study investigator and manuscript author was also the
same, there could have been possible performance bias in
the study. However, the information derived from our study
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regarding the different etiologies, gender difference and
age group patterns of LGIB in Nepal is invaluable and can be
utilized in further planning of the proper management and the
preventive measures of the LGIB patient.
CONCLUSION

Hemorrhoid and non-specific colitis were the common causes
of LGIB in Nepal; colon polyp, IBD and colon cancer were the

next common causes of LGIB in order of occurrence. More
males were found to present with LGIB than females in Nepal;
however, colon polyp was diagnosed more in females, which
needs to be explored further. When LGIB was presented after
50 years of age, the most likely cause was colorectal neoplasm
(including colon polyp and colon cancer); hence colonoscopy
is recommended in all patients presenting with LGIB after 50
years of age in Nepal.
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